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SPORTS Motto motivates Cyclones in streak
The excitement was tan-
gible in the noisy Great Hall 
of the Memorial Union. 
Hundreds of people came to 
hear about the Nobel Prize-
winning discovery of quasi-
crystals and rose to their feet 
in appreciation and recogni-
tion when Dan Shechtman 
concluded his lecture.
“It was inspiring,” said Yvan 
Gugler, non-degree engineer-
ing specials student. “I’m very 
impressed by Dr. Shechtman’s 
courage, even when he had so 
many opponents.”
Shechtman, a professor 
at Iowa State and Technion-
Israel Institute of Technology 
and scientist at the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s Ames 
Laboratory, received the Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry for a dis-
covery that was contrary to the 
rules of crystallography and 
every definition of a crystal 
that had previously existed.
Hundreds of thousands 
of crystals had been studied 
and all were found to have a 
structure that was ordered and 
periodic, or in other words or-
ganized and at fixed intervals. 
The structure that Shechtman 
discovered did not fit into the 
accepted orders and was not 
periodic.
The man, whose success 
“created a phase change in 
his life,” laid out his lecture 
in a way that non-scientists 
and scientists alike could un-
derstand how his discovery 
worked and its importance. He 
strolled across the stage from 
right to left and back again, 
stopping to emphasize a point 
or to crack a joke.
“We all ought to think 
about rewriting textbooks as a 
ISU Executive Vice President 
and Provost Elizabeth Hoffman 
announced that she asked ISU 
President Steven Leath last week to 
begin a search for a replacement for 
her position.
She said in an email Monday 
morning that she will stay in her cur-
rent position until 
Dec. 31, unless she 
accepts “another po-
sition or a new exec-
utive vice president 
and provost is able 
to start earlier.”
“As I convey this 
decision to you, I 
want to thank everyone at Iowa State 
for five wonderful years as execu-
tive vice president and provost and, 
before that, for four wonderful years 
as dean of liberal arts and sciences,” 
Hoffman said in the statement.
Hoffman, who goes by Betsy, 
became the dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences and a pro-
fessor of economics at Iowa State in 
1993. She left Iowa State in 1997 to be-
come the provost and vice chancellor 
for academic affairs at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago.
In 2000, Hoffman became 
the president of the University 
of Colorado System. While at the 
University of Colorado, Hoffman had 
to deal with several controversies: a 
football recruiting scandal in which 
a district attorney said the univer-
sity used sex and drugs to attract re-
cruits, an alcohol-related death of an 
18-year-old fraternity pledge and a 
free-speech controversy relating to a 
In an effort to decrease the deficit 
facing the economy, President Barack 
Obama has announced plans to elimi-
nate the Summer Pell Grant as part of 
his fiscal year 2012 budget.
According to the U.S. Department 
of Education, “the Federal Pell Grant 
Program provides need-based grants 
to low-income undergraduate and 
certain postbaccalaureate students 
to promote access to postsecondary 
education. Students may use their 
grants at any one of approximately 
5,400 participating postsecondary 
institutions. Grant amounts are de-
pendent on: the student’s expected 
family contribution (EFC); the cost 
of attendance (as determined by the 
institution); the student’s enrollment 
status (full-time or part-time); and 
whether the student attends for a full 
academic year or less.”
Roberta Johnson, di-
rector of financial aid at 
Iowa State, explained the Pell 
Grant.
“The maximum amount of the 
Pell Grant when Obama came into 
office in 2008 was $5,550 and that 
was what a student would get if he 
or she were extremely needy and the 
amount of money their family was 
contributing was zero,” 
Johnson said. “Based 
on its three standards, 
if a student was eligible 
for the full amount, they 
could either get $2,775 by 
attending full time in the 
fall and spring semester.”
The Summer Pell Grant 
was added then.
“If a student was eligible for 
the full amount — $5,550 — and at-
tended full time in the fall, they would 
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By Frances Myers 
Daily staff writer
With long dreadlocks and gaged 
ears, Shane Claiborne is not the 
kind of person who comes to 
mind when someone hears the 
word “monk.” However, as a 
founding partner of the Simple 
Way, Claiborne embodies a new 
monastic lifestyle in an inner-city 
community in Philadelphia.
Claiborne will speak to members 
of the ISU community at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday in the Sun Room of the 
Memorial Union about “living as 
an ordinary radical.” He writes 
and speaks about peacemaking, 
social justice and Jesus in more 
than 100 lectures each year 
across the United States and in 
more than 12 countries.
According to his website, 
Claiborne has given academic 
seminars at Vanderbilt University, 
Duke University, Pepperdine 
University, Princeton University 
and Harvard University. He also 
speaks at various denominational 
gatherings, festivals and confer-
ences around the globe.
Claiborne is considered a revolu-
tionary role model for those disil-
lusioned with today’s materialis-
tic “pop Christianity.” He is the 
author of several books, includ-
ing “The Irresistible Revolution,” 
“Jesus for President” and 
“Becoming the Answer to Our 
Prayers.”
Cost to get into the event, which 
is part of the Monsignor James 
A. Supple Lecture Series, is free.
Photo courtesy of Ames Laboratory, USDOE
Dan Schechtman spoke at the Great Hall in the 
Memorial Union Monday to discuss his discovery of 
quasicrystals and the Nobel Prize that resulted.
By Tiffany.Westrom 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia commons
Dan Shechtman’s discovery of quasicrystals in 1982 was 
laughed at by his colleagues. Twenty years later, Shechtman 
won a Nobel Prize and rewrote the definition of crystals.
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Celebrity News
Notes and events.
SNL takes on Beyonce, 
Jay-Z and Blue Ivy
Beyonce and Jay-Z’s daughter is 
already as popular as her A-list 
parents, so we can only imagine 
how many stars have swung 
by to say hello to Blue Ivy in 
person.
Thankfully, “Saturday Night Live” 
has an even better imagination 
than we do.
On the latest episode, host 
Maya Rudolph did her best 
Beyonce impression while Jay 
Pharoah did a spot-on parody of 
Jay-Z as they welcomed famous 
friends into their home to meet 
their new bundle of joy.
“Prince” entered from the 
kitchen bearing the gift of a 
smirk, while “LL Cool J” wore 
his “formal” Kangol for the 
special occasion.
Angelina Jolie, who felt her 
“baby sense” tingling, dropped 
by with a scraggly Brad Pitt, and 
even country star Taylor Swift 
— Kristen Wiig doing Swift’s 
ever-present “surprise face” — 
came over.
‘Colbert Report’ to resume 
production
After an unexplained absence, 
“The Colbert Report” is 
expected to resume production 
Monday, said a spokeswoman 
for Stephen Colbert.
Comedy Central aired repeat 
episodes of the hit TV show 
last week because of what it 
described then as “unforeseen 
circumstances.”
While Colbert hasn’t made any 
public statements on the sus-
pension, he posted a message 
on Twitter.
On Friday, he wrote: “My 
family and I would like to thank 
everyone who has offered their 
thoughts and prayers. We are 
grateful and touched by your 
concern.”
CNN wire staff
CHOOSE YOUR ADVENTURE: Leading campus tours
Daily Snapshot
Photo: Bryan Besler/Iowa State Daily
Weather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
A light, wintry mix will 
taper off through the day, 
leading to overcast skies.
Chance of rain with  
seasonally warm  
temperatures.
Partly cloudy skies with a 
slight chance of rain.
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This day in 1993:
On this day in 1993, a major winter storm struck 
Iowa with freezing rain and snow up to 18 inches 
in some locations. 
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Check our website for FREE 
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VEISHEA week, including comedian 
Kristen Schaal, hypnotist Brian 
Imbus, Cyclone Idol Finals hosted by 
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2012
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Ben Althoff, sophomore in industrial engineering, leads prospective students and parents around the engineering buildings on 
campus Monday. The group visited Howe Hall to talk about aerospace engineering and the C6 virtual reality lab.
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get $2,775 from the Pell Grant,” Johnson 
said. “But let’s say they attended only part 
time in the spring semester. In this case, 
they would get around $1,300. Then the 
remaining money would have been given 
to them during the summer semester.”
Johnson said the cost of the Pell 
Grant Program rose rapidly with the aid 
given out to students, making it so the 
program was just “not sustainable.”
According to CNN Money, Obama’s 
proposal “calls for the end to the policy 
where students could qualify for two 
grants in one year — one for the regular 
academic year and a second for sum-
mer school. Only one Pell grant per year 
would be awarded.”
Two ISU researchers co-authored a 
report with three others from different 
universities that found the elimination of 
the Summer Pell Grant as well as reduc-
tions to the rest of the Pell Grant Program 
could have a major impact on students, 
especially in rural areas, who attend 
community colleges.
“The Pell Grant is a form of financial 
aid that does not require students to pay 
it back,” said Linda Hagedorn, associate 
dean of the College of Human Sciences, 
professor of educational leadership and 
policy studies and co-author of the re-
port. “The amount is based on student 
need, full- or part-time status and family 
contribution. In our report, we focused 
on the impact on rural students because 
rural students tend to go to college full 
time more extensively. They have much 
less opportunities and usually incur 
greater debt.
“College students in urban settings 
usually are working part time and they 
have more opportunities.”
In their report “Pell Grants and the 
Lifting of Rural America’s Future,” 
Hagedorn, Janice Friedel — ISU associ-
ate professor of educational leadership 
and policy studies — and their three oth-
er co-authors found that rural commu-
nity college students “have the highest 
rates of Pell participation and incur by far 
the highest rates of debt — 48 percent of 
the total — due to out-of-pocket expenses 
such as child care and transportation.”
Hagedorn said that while reductions 
in the Pell Grant would especially impact 
students at rural community colleges, it 
also would have an effect on students at 
larger universities, including Iowa State.
“We surmised that a decrease in 
aid means a decrease in enrollment,” 
Hagedorn said. “During our research, we 
asked state directors what did they think 
would happen if the Pell Grant aid were 
decreased, and across the board they 
said it would have serious ramifications. 
Community college students are more 
dependent on financial aid, and so it has a 
special impact on them, but yes, it would 
definitely affect students at Iowa State.”
Hagedorn said that while she sees 
that Obama is merely trying to take care 
of the deficit, there is no easy way about 
it.
“No matter where you cut major 
spending, someone is bound to be unhap-
py,” she said. “Student debt is a big target 
along with Medicare and Social Security. 
In the long term, though, this really im-
pacts students because it affects their ac-
cess to getting a degree. The more access 
a student has to a college education, the 
higher likelihood they will graduate.”
professor likening the World 
Trade Center victims to Nazi 
war criminal Adolf Eichmann.
Hoffman resigned as the 
president of the University of 
Colorado in 2005. According to 
a USA Today article, Hoffman 
resigned from her position in 
order to “defuse controversies 
over a football recruiting scan-
dal and a professor who com-
pared Sept. 11 victims to a Nazi 
war criminal.”
In 2007, Hoffman returned 
to Iowa State and became the 
executive vice president and 
provost.
Hoffman said in her state-
ment that she has “been ex-
ploring other opportunities, 
including being a public final-
ist for the presidency of the 
University of New Mexico.”
In December, it was an-
nounced that Hoffman was 
one of five finalists in New 
Mexico’s presidential search.
“I don’t see myself leaving 
Iowa State at all,” Hoffman 
said in an interview with the 
Iowa State Daily after the an-
nouncement was made. “I 
love Iowa State. I will always 
be a Cyclone. I just thought 
of this as an interesting, new 
opportunity.”
According to an Iowa 
State Daily article from Jan. 
4, Monica Sasse, assistant to 
the executive vice president 
and provost, sent a statement 
via email to the Iowa State 
Daily that same day stating 
that Hoffman had informed 
the University of New Mexico 
Board of Regents of her deci-
sion to withdraw her candi-
dacy for the president position.
Hoffman said in Monday’s 
statement that she has asked 
Leath to look for a replace-
ment as she explores other 
opportunities.
“Please work with 
President Leath to recruit an 
outstanding new executive 
vice president and provost. 
I will continue to serve all of 
you and Iowa State as long as I 
am here,” Hoffman said in her 
statement. “I will always re-
main a Cyclone.”
John McCarroll spoke on 
behalf of Leath. He said Leath 
supports Hoffman’s decision.
“They feel this will be 
mutually beneficial, both for 
the university and Provost 
Hoffman,” McCarroll said. 
“President Leath has great 
respect for Provost Hoffman 
and her accomplishments and 
wishes her well in whatever 
she will pursue.”
In regard to finding 
Hoffman’s replacement, 
McCarroll said he was not 
aware of a timetable at pres-
ent. He did say that he expects 
the process to move quickly.
Hoffman refused to com-
ment further.
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goal,” said ISU President Steven Leath as he began to introduce 
the scientist who made Iowa State’s College of Engineering one 
of four in the world that has a Nobel laureate currently on faculty.
Shechtman made the discovery on April 8, 1982, and denoted it 
in his lab notebook with a simple “(10 fold??).” Between 1982 and 
1984, no one believed Shechtman. Colleagues said he was wrong 
and that they were embarrassed by him. They would even put 
textbooks in front of him and tell him to read. After Shechtman 
was published in 1984, there were some crystallographers who 
became convinced, and after extensive work, the International 
Union of Crystallography accepted his findings in 1987.
“When the paper was published,” Shechtman said, “all hell 
broke loose.”
There was still significant resistance, however, between 1987 
and 1994, which was led by two-time Nobel Prize winner Linus 
Pauling. Today, 100 years after the establishment of crystallogra-
phy as a discipline, the definition of a crystal stands corrected and 
thousands of scientists stand humbled by Shechtman’s work.
Shechtman gave advice to ISU students and faculty by en-
couraging everyone to be professional, believe in themselves and 
have courage. These words of insight came from a man who an-
swered a question on a test as a student in college about how the 
very structure he discovered many years later could not exist.
“Find something that you like and become an expert,” 
Shechtman said. “And I promise you, you will succeed in your 
career.”
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Educate with 
facts, rather 
than ideology
Climate change is a hot topic in the 
United States. A furious debate over 
the cause burns between people and 
organizations in all areas of public 
and private life. One organization 
that was recently placed into the 
center of the battle is the Heartland 
Institute.
The group plans to try to affect the 
content of school textbooks to cast 
into doubt the possibility that man 
plays a part in climate change. By 
doing so, the Heartland Institute in-
fluences the beliefs of students who, 
without other credible sources of 
information, are unable to form their 
own opinion.
Regardless of humanity’s influ-
ences on global warming, facts exist. 
Current evidence indicates increas-
ing air and water temperatures 
around the world. Whether you think 
it is due to human pollution or not, 82 
percent of scientists believe human 
activity has an impact on it. Opinions 
on the effects may vary, but every-
thing from extended drought, altered 
flood cycles and rising sea levels has 
been suggested.
What the Heartland Institute is 
trying to do is affect scientific facts. 
Any attempt to interject bias into 
what is taught in school creates a 
generation of ignorance. At that 
point, there is much more at stake 
than politics and talking points. What 
students learn in primary school de-
velops into a foundation for the rest 
of their lives.
Education should teach facts. 
While what we accept as true may 
change with new scientific findings 
over time, it is important to use ac-
curate, peer-reviewed data in order to 
educate our youth. Regardless of your 
beliefs, it benefits us all to teach the 
facts and let students sort out truth.
Facts on global warming may lead 
to policy changes on pollution. It may 
increase our inconveniences and en-
force corporate cutbacks. However, 
the benefit of the public, if global 
warming is what facts indicate, must 
be held above our private comforts 
and corporate profits. Otherwise, we 
risk losing clean air, water and a clean 
environment for future generations.
Perhaps science will disprove 
global warming. But we need the 
information and we need to form our 
own opinions before we can make 
decisions affecting corporations’ 
profit margins. The problem of global 
warming, either true or false, is too 
critical to leave to political agendas.
No matter what ideological lean-
ings you may have, it is important 
to use proper data to illuminate the 
problem. From that point, it is pos-
sible to take different paths to find a 
viable solution to the problem. But if a 
generation is taught to disbelieve sci-
ence, it will support politicians who 
do the same, and it will be impossible 
to even identify what our problems 
really are.
Editor in Chief: Jake Lovett
editor@iowastatedaily.com 
Phone: (515) 294.5688
Just this weekend, Republican presiden-tial candidate Rick Santorum said that President Barack Obama’s agenda is “not 
about you. It’s not about your quality of life. 
It’s not about your jobs. It’s about some phony 
ideal. Some phony theology. Oh, not a theology 
based on the Bible. A different theology ...”
Santorum, a devout Roman Catholic, ought 
to know a lot about the Bible. Anyone who 
is a self-professed “devout” follower of any 
religion ought to know a lot about their specific 
religious text. So I am going to break down how 
an American agenda would look being based on 
the Bible.
Because the main messages of the Old and 
New testaments are radically different from 
each other, I will speak mainly of the teach-
ings of the New Testament — because most 
Christians I know, when confronted about 
the atrocities in the Old Testament, quickly 
claim to only follow the New Testament. Of 
course, when it comes to gay rights, oppression 
is just as quickly cherry-picked out of the Old 
Testament for their justification.
An American agenda that follows the teach-
ings of Christ, taken from the New Testament, 
would have perhaps the first thing Christ 
taught — complete pacifism under any and all 
circumstances. One of Jesus’ many nicknames 
was the “Prince of Peace,” after all. 
Perhaps the most famous verse that 
demonstrates this is Matthew 5:39, “Do not 
take revenge on someone who wrongs you. If 
someone strikes you on the right cheek, turn to 
him the other also.”
For America, this would mean a complete 
abolition of all military forces. And although I 
am aware of the “Just War Theory” postulated 
by St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas, I 
am taking verses straight out of the Bible, later 
theologians withstanding.
Iran is looking to create nuclear weapons? 
Bully for them. They could strike a dozen 
American cities and a Christian America 
would welcome a dozen more. The Bible tells 
us to “love your enemies, and pray for those 
who persecute you.” In this case, looking at a 
country that is full of intolerance — Iran — with 
tolerance makes us all the better in the eyes of 
the Almighty.
Moving on, the peaceful teachings of Christ 
also display a shocking malice toward those 
who are greedy and, therefore, rich. I would 
expect a Christian American agenda to enact 
radical wealth redistribution from the rich to 
the poor, the likes of which would have Karl 
Marx himself blushing.
My favorite Bible passage regarding wealth 
is taken from Matthew 19:23-24. “I tell you the 
truth, it is hard for a rich man to enter the king-
dom of heaven. Again I tell you, it is easier for 
a camel to go through the eye of a needle than 
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God.” 
Someone should tell that one to Mitt Romney.
We even get a nod from the Old Testament 
on this one, written in Psalms 37:16: “A little 
that a righteous man has is better than the 
riches of many wicked.” And while most 
conservatives look on programs like Welfare, 
WIC and food stamps with disdain, it is these 
programs and others like them that attempt 
to bolster the meek, who, as the Bible says 
in Matthew, will one day inherit the earth. 
Romney even said, just weeks ago, that he is 
“not concerned about the very poor.” How very 
Christian of him.
Another aspect of a Christian America 
would be equal rights for all. This includes 
women, ethnic minorities, homosexuals, non-
believers and all others whose rights are not 
met adequately.
The Equal Rights Amendment, which 
would have ended all discrimination based on 
sex, was not ratified by the states because of 
opposition from people like Phyllis Schlafly, 
a staunch anti-feminist and powerful voice 
of the Christian Right, who felt that women 
should be subservient, never equal, to their 
husbands.
Matthew 12:31 tells us to “ ... Love your 
neighbor as yourself. There is no command-
ment greater ... “ All Americans, nay, all peoples 
of all lands fall under this category of “neigh-
bor.” If we looked upon each other with love 
and kindness instead of fear, caution and anger, 
perhaps we would better get along with each 
other.
Going back full circle, let us take a look 
at the policies and thought processes of 
Santorum. Santorum voted for the wars in 
both Afghanistan and Iraq and has openly said 
he would bomb the nuclear facilities of Iran — 
hardly a pacifist.
He voted for the Bush tax cuts and the re-
peal of the inheritance tax, and he wants to fur-
ther lower both the tax rates for corporations 
and the super-rich — not exactly a defender 
of the poor. Furthermore, Santorum wants to 
eliminate contraceptives and any and all forms 
of abortion, virtually eliminating reproductive 
rights of women. Decimating decades of gay 
rights progress is also high on his list.
So when Santorum insists that the Obama 
agenda is not “based on the Bible,” what exactly 
is Rick’s agenda based on?
Santorum’s beliefs won’t 
return U.S. to religious roots
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Rick Santorum, former Pennsylvania senator and Republican presidential candidate, addresses the crowd at his post-caucus party in Johnston, Iowa, 
on Jan. 3. Santorum claims President Barack Obama’s agenda is not “based on the Bible,” but Witte wonders what Santorum bases his agenda on.
Editorial
By Jacob.Witte
@iowastatedaily.com
Jacob Witte is a senior in political science 
from Callender, Iowa.
The skinny on Fashion Week
February means New York Fashion Week, and New York Fashion Week means 
two things every year: a cascade of 
mouth-watering, desire-inducing, 
dramatic fashions, and a debate on 
designers using underage models.
The runway shows of the likes 
of Michael Kors, who featured 
smart plaids and fur, Carolina 
Herrera, who presented us with 
her always luxurious expertise, 
and Marc Jacobs, who shocked 
his viewers with oversized fur 
hats, always provide us with ideas, 
inspiration and an idea of what 
to look forward to in the world in 
fashion. 
However, the always-present 
issue of designers using underage 
models plagued designers once 
again this year.
The Council for Fashion 
Designers of America releases a 
set of guidelines every year for the 
industry. This year, Chairwoman 
Diane Von Furstenberg empha-
sized two guidelines that are 
intended to help keep the runway 
models healthy. The first was 
for designers to provide healthy 
meals for models during fittings. 
The second was to require models 
to show ID proving they are older 
than 16.
Instead of gushing over the 
beauty, creativity and passion 
being sent down the runway, the 
buzz this week was instead about 
designer Marc Jacobs sending two 
14-year-old models down the run-
way during his highly publicized 
and annually dramatic show.
The tiny, emaciated models we 
have grown used to seeing walk 
down every runway have set a 
standard that has become almost 
unattainable even for the models 
themselves. The body a woman 
has as a young teenage girl is al-
most always proportionately and, 
more importantly, measurably 
different from that of the same girl 
at 16, 18 or 21. 
The fact that models are 
expected to live up to these 
standards, despite their changing 
bodies, can lead to the notoriously 
unhealthy habits of undereating 
and overexercising we are used to 
hearing about.
In addition, young models 
don’t always have the same rules 
other young professionals such 
as actors or actresses might have. 
Issues with chaperones and a 
set number of hours the models 
are allowed to work haven’t been 
heavily established in the fashion 
industry yet. This creates a lot of 
leeway for using these young girls 
in fashion shows.
Not only is this practice un-
healthy for models, it is unhealthy 
for our society. Most of us are 
probably aware of the insane 
amounts of Photoshopping, make-
up and padding or compression 
garments used in any magazine 
shoot out there. We are encour-
aged by the likes of Kate Winslet 
and Beyonce to embrace our natu-
ral beauty and then shown photos 
of the latest trends being worn by 
size-two models.
So, while designers are placing 
14-year-old girls in their adver-
tisements, developed, college-aged 
and older women are somehow 
held to the same standards.
It’s an endless cycle and one 
that needs to be broken. When 
a designer like Jacobs manages 
to put on a show that gives us 
drama, laughter and a setup that 
makes people wonder and outfits 
that make people think, it is too 
bad that more of the media time 
has been spent on his noncha-
lant comment that if the model’s 
parents are OK with it, the models 
should be allowed to walk.
Maybe he is right. If a young 
model has the support from her 
parents and the ability to balance 
a career and school, she should 
walk. But measures need to be 
taken in order to make those 
conditions an industry standard. 
When we look at the big picture 
and see young models becoming 
the face of the fashion industry 
for women who are years older 
in both body and mind, designers 
may want to consider not just the 
health of their models, but the 
health of their consumer as well.
By Jessica.Bruning
@iowastatedaily.com
Jessica Bruning is a senior 
in political science and apparel 
merchandising design and 
production from Castana, Iowa.
A Christian 
America
Body image
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American horses are revered as companions, cultural icons 
and partners in recreation and sport (“Horse processing resumes 
in the United States,” Wednesday). Nowhere in our country’s 
narrative are horses considered dinner. 
Our pervasive love of horses is the primary reason why the 
idea of slaughtering horses for human consumption is so abhor-
rent to the vast majority of Americans, and it will never gain 
acceptance.
When the last three horse slaughter plants operated in the 
U.S., they employed fewer people than a strip mall in low-
paying, dangerous, high-stress jobs. The companies that owned 
them were all foreign-owned, so their profits went overseas. 
Neighboring communities were beset by pollution and the un-
ending stench of rotten blood and offal. In their quest for higher 
profits, the companies did their best to avoid paying property 
taxes and the fines levied against them for environmental viola-
tions. That’s no record to try to revive.
Irresponsible breeding practices are at the root of the horse 
slaughter issue. By treating our equine companions as a throw-
away commodity, some breeders and breed groups — including 
some of the loudest voices calling for the killing and butchering 
of American horses — have come to rely on cruel and predatory 
killer buyers to snatch up their castoffs, instead of using tax-
payer dollars to pay for inspections to subsidize foreign-owned 
businesses that prey on our nation’s horses. It’s high time the 
horse industry took realistic and sustainable steps to prevent 
overbreeding.
Horse slaughter is bad for horses and runs counter to 
American values. To protect our horses, Congress should take 
swift action to finally ban the slaughter of American horses by 
passing S.B. 1176/H.R. 2966, the American Horse Slaughter 
Prevent Act of 2011.
The letter to the edi-
tor published on Thursday 
pertaining to horse slaughter-
houses neglected many key 
facts.
Horse slaughterhouses 
have not created overbreeding 
in any capacity. Quite frankly, 
they actually led to better care 
of horses, better prices in the 
horse market and kept the 
horse population at a manage-
able level.
The costs associated with 
raising horses are extremely 
high. Anyone from a farm 
background would under-
stand. Horses consume lots 
of feed, particularly hay. Hay 
prices are currently extremely 
high, creating a large expense. 
If horses are grazing, adequate 
land must be had and, again, 
land prices are at record 
highs. Vaccinations, facilities 
and other costs make raising 
horses very expensive.
Why would people 
“overbreed” horses to 
slaughter them if the cost of 
raising them is so high? No 
money would be made by the 
producer.
Without places for horse 
owners to take their horses, 
producers lose the will and 
funds to give them the care 
they need.
If horse owners could take 
horses they can’t take care of 
to slaughterhouses, horses 
would no longer have to be 
mistreated.
If horse slaughterhouses 
were around in the United 
States today, they would 
provide a place for producers 
to send older, injured horses. 
These horses will be pro-
cessed and made into many 
different products that will 
help people and industry.
Slaughterhouses would 
improve the treatment of 
horses, create a better market 
and the plants themselves 
would create jobs.
They are not inhumane 
or cruel. In fact, they would 
actually ease the suffering of 
horses and horse producers 
across the country.
Horse slaughter runs counter to values 
Slaughterhouses 
would improve 
equine treatment
Carol Griglione is the Iowa state director of the Humane 
Society of the United States.
Matthew Nelson is a 
freshman in agronomy.
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Chinese interaction helps U.S.
In response to the recent letter, 
“International students’ objective is to 
boost their home economies,” I must 
say I am surprised that Mr. Langfeldt 
attempted to counter Andrew Nguyen’s 
letter by justifying deplorable attitudes 
toward Asians based on a perceived eco-
nomic war against China. Assuming, for 
a second, that this “war” exists (it does 
not), why does that make the ridicule we 
see every day OK?
Mr. Nguyen was bringing to light a 
serious issue that pervades the culture 
at Iowa State and, from what I’ve seen, 
universities around the country. At some 
point, it became socially acceptable to 
consistently make fun of Asians. 
Now, I’m not an uptight snob who 
wants to rid America of all off-color 
comedy; I’m as much a fan of “Tosh.0” as 
the next guy. The problem arises when 
attitudes like this become a cultural 
prevalence and start to border on aggres-
sive dislike. Nowhere is this on display 
better than in Mr. Langfeldt’s letter.
Using the economy and “patriotism” 
as an explanation, the letter essentially 
reduces every Chinese student to a spy 
bent on taking down the United States 
through the nefarious practice of getting 
a quality education. 
This is absurd. Mr. Langfeldt is prob-
ably right when he says that Chinese 
students do not come here to help the 
U.S. economy; they come here, like 
everyone else, to secure an economic 
and professional future for themselves. 
We, as patriots, should be honored that 
intelligent, hard-working students chose 
to come to our country to do that.
Sure, a lot of them will return to their 
home countries and become a produc-
tive, skilled member of the workforce, 
but they also might design a new 
technology that expedites the process of 
constructing a computer chip, making 
iPads cheaper for all of us.
 The “Us vs. Them” mentality is a 
relic of an era before the information 
technology revolution. Economies 
around the world are dependent upon 
one another to thrive: If China collapses, 
we suffer, and vice versa.
Sure, it is in our country’s interests 
that China not dominate the global econ-
omy, but an ideology that says either we 
succeed or “they” do creates a dangerous 
false dilemma that can perpetuate hate. 
We are not in the Cold War; teaching 
Chinese students engineering is not akin 
to teaching Soviets how to build a bomb 
that can kill hundreds of thousands 
of United States citizens. That type of 
statement is incorrect and, beyond that, 
irresponsible.
In closing, I want to address the last 
sentence in Mr. Langfeldt’s article: “... 
patriotic people like myself are tired of 
watching our tax dollars get spent on 
BMWs and Corvettes.” It is ridiculous 
to think that our tax dollars pay for their 
cars. Our tax dollars barely even pay 
for their education. The Washington 
Post article, “Chinese students enroll 
in record numbers at U.S. colleges,” 
reports that 70 percent of international 
students’ primary source of funding 
for college comes from “their personal 
funds, family, government and other 
foreign sources.”
A deeper look at the study they cite 
shows that .6 percent of the funding 
comes from the U.S. government. And 
considering that, according to the article, 
international students spend $21 billion 
annually in the U.S., I would argue that 
international students are actually a 
boon for our economy. Not to mention 
the benefit it provides to our universi-
ties. International students continue to 
bring diversity and a global perspective 
to the middle of Iowa. These students 
also bring valuable knowledge about and 
the middle of Iowa to the other side of 
the world.
I resent the insinuation that in order 
to be patriotic, one must be xenophobic 
toward Asians. 
Patriotism requires knowledge about 
your taxes, your government and the 
global community in which you and your 
country participate.
Jonathan Upchurch is a junior in 
political science, international studies 
and Spanish.
Langfeldt can’t justify 
‘deplorable attitudes’ I resent the insinuation  that in order to be  
patriotic, one must be 
xenophobic toward 
Asians. Patriotism  
requires knowledge 
about your taxes, your 
government and the 
global community.”
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Women’s basketballOnline:
CYCLONES EXECUTE 
FALL-FREE MEET
iowastatedaily.com
WOmen’s gOlf:
Cyclones tied 
for 6th after  
2nd round
By Mark Schafer, 
Daily staff writer
Iowa State is in a tie for sixth 
place after the first two rounds of 
the Central District Invitational in 
Parish, Fla.
With a team total of 596 strokes, 
the Cyclones are tied with North 
Carolina.
Sophomore Sasikarn On-iam 
leads the Cyclones with 147 total 
strokes so far, which is tied for 
14th overall in the tournament.
Another sophomore, Prima 
Thammaraks, is two strokes 
behind On-iam with 149 total 
strokes and is currently in a tie for 
21st place.
Oklahoma is leading the tourna-
ment with a team score of 584 
strokes.
Iowa State is just four strokes 
behind fifth-place LSU.
nBA:
Trail Blazers 
say Oden will 
not return  
after surgery
By Anne M. Peterson,  
The Associated Press
PORTLAND, Ore. — There ap-
pears to be no end in sight for 
Greg Oden and his troublesome 
knees.
The Portland Trail Blazers said 
Monday that a procedure to clear 
debris out of Oden’s left knee 
resulted in another microfracture 
surgery. Oden had the surgery 
in Vail, Colo. It was originally 
expected to be an arthroscopic 
procedure to clean out the 7-foot 
center’s knee, but the surgeon 
determined there was additional 
damage.
The former No. 1 pick in the 
2007 NBA draft has now had two 
microfracture surgeries on his 
left knee, and one on his right. He 
has also undergone surgery for a 
fractured left kneecap.
The Blazers say Oden will not 
play this season.
“It’s hard to put into words the 
heartbreak for everyone involved, 
but especially for Greg. He’s a 
young man who has experienced 
a great number of physical chal-
lenges in his playing career and 
today is yet another significant 
setback for him,” Trail Blazers 
President Larry Miller said in a 
prepared statement. “We have a 
lot of empathy for Greg and his 
family during this difficult time.”
Oden, who has not played in an 
NBA game since Dec. 5, 2009, has 
appeared in 82 career games for 
the Blazers.
The Associated Press
spOrts JArgOn:
Dismount
SPORT:
Gymnastics
DEFINITION:
The term used for the last skill in 
a gymnastics routine. For most 
events, the method used to get 
off of the event apparatus.
USE:
Michelle Browning executed a 
perfect dismount following her 
routine on the beam.
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New York’s Jeremy Lin passes 
around Shawn Marion on Sunday 
in New York. ESPN has overcovered 
Lin’s rise to fame.
ESPN will 
ruin Lin’s 
storyline
We remember a time, back before 
Twitter and Facebook and Skip 
Bayless morning shows, when a 
feel-good story wasn’t pounded into 
our heads.
Alas, that time has passed.
The Jeremy Lin hysteria, or 
“Linsanity” as it’s called by many, has 
taken over ESPN and much of the 
sports world.
And that’s a shame.
We’re not saying Lin isn’t a big 
story or hasn’t been fun to watch. 
He’s rejuvenated a stagnant New 
York Knicks team that was headed 
for the lottery come draft time. He’s 
also given us a modern-day “Rudy” or 
“Rocky” story to root for.
But what’s going to kill that and 
make us begin to loathe the Harvard 
grad? The network referred to by 
some as “the Mothership” — ESPN.
Just like Tebowmania — which 
ESPN has somehow found a way to 
compare Lin’s story to — the constant 
barrage of stories and debates on the 
second-year player are way over the 
top.
In our journalism classes, we’ve 
learned that the public decides what 
the media talk about by reading and 
watching — the more people read and 
watch, the more we cover a topic.
But we find it hard to believe 
the public, and not the producers of 
“First Take,” thought there should be 
a debate after five starts wondering if 
Lin was the real deal.
Lin and Tebow’s stories aren’t 
really the same on the court or field. 
The paths they’ve taken are quite dif-
ferent. But what is similar about the 
two is the way ESPN has jumped all 
over and overcovered their stories.
We’ve addressed why people love 
and hate Tebow — religion, his drive 
to succeed, his lack of traditional 
ability to play quarterback, constant 
coverage by mainstream media — 
and we can see the pattern develop-
ing with Lin.
Lin’s an unknown player — unlike 
Tebow — who’s helped a team headed 
nowhere move back into contention.
He’s got good and bad aspects to 
his game: decent passer but turns 
the ball over a lot. He’s religious. And, 
something that can’t be ignored, his 
race certainly plays a factor.
Lin is an American-born person 
of Taiwanese decent, and the fact 
that he doesn’t look like many other 
point guards in the league is certainly 
a reason he’s getting some attention.
ESPN, as well as other media 
outlets, have used countless puns in 
headlines and stories on Lin, none 
more infamous than the derogatory 
headline that inadvertently ran on 
ESPN.com last week.
Before that, the New York Post 
ran a headline on its back page that 
read “AMASIAN!”
What makes the former so 
troubling is that when a person or 
player is of a different race, you would 
think those in power, especially at 
mainstream media outlets, would be 
extremely careful with headlines and 
things of that nature.
Why, we wonder, can’t we all just 
appreciate that he’s an underdog 
who’s surprised people and leave it 
at that?
When did it become necessary to 
beat us over the head with a story?
We don’t want to become tired of 
Jeremy Lin. Unfortunately, ESPN 
likely will make it so.
Editorial
‘1 month, 1 focus’
By Dean.Berhow-Goll 
@iowastatedaily.com
One month, one focus — that’s 
the motto the ISU women’s basket-
ball team has had in February.
So far so good.
When ISU coach Bill Fennelly 
made the commitment to February, 
even he admitted he didn’t think his 
team would be playing this well.
“I can’t say I would’ve expected 
us to be here,” he said. “I’m very 
proud of our players and my staff. I 
think every basketball player, every 
basketball coach, every basketball 
fan wants to be talking about big 
games in February and March.
“We’re in that position, and I 
think that’s attributed to the com-
mittment of our players and my as-
sistants on a daily basis.”
Sophomore forward Hallie 
Christofferson believes the theme 
has helped the Cyclones come to-
gether as a team.
“For the month of February, 
we knew we had a bunch of home 
games and that it was beneficial for 
us and we knew that we could win 
these home games,” Christofferson 
said. “It’s one focus on the fact that 
the fans are going to help us, we’re 
going to help ourselves as a team. 
We’re going to come together and 
try to get as many wins as possible 
here in the month of February.”
In February, the Cyclones have 
won five of six games. During that 
stretch, the 3-point shot has been 
their best friend, as they’ve hit 43 
of them. More recently, in the last 
three wins, Iowa State has shot 45 
percent from behind the arc.
Another area where the 
Cyclones have excelled is in their 
guard play. In the last five games, 
they’ve had three players finish 
with 11 assists.
One of those players is guard 
Nikki Moody, who now holds the 
record for assists as a freshman at 
Iowa State with 111 after passing 
Lyndsey Medders’ record of 108.
Lauren Mansfield and Chassidy 
Cole are the other 
two who have 
had 11 assists, 
and Fennelly has 
been pleased with 
this as of late.
“Our senior 
guards have 
played really, re-
ally well lately, and it’s been well-
documented that I haven’t been 
overly pleased at times with the 
way they’ve played and the way 
they’ve led this year,” Fennelly said.
He went on to say how he met 
with the two seniors and discussed 
the importance of being a senior at 
Iowa State.
“I brought [Mansfield and Cole] 
in under no uncertain terms what I 
expected and that if you’re a senior 
at Iowa State you need to leave a 
piece of you behind,” Fennelly said.
Now Iowa State faces Missouri, 
who is at the bottom of the Big 12 
sitting at 11-14 and 1-13 in confer-
Iowa State eyes 20 wins
Men’s basketball
By Dan.Tracy 
@iowastatedaily.com
Not only is the num-
ber 20 a nice even num-
ber, in college men’s 
basketball it’s a sign of 
accomplishment — and 
often a precursor to an 
at-large NCAA tourna-
ment berth — during a 
30-game regular season. 
Iowa State will have its 
opportunity to reach 
20 regular-season wins 
for the first time since the 
2000-2001 season when 
it hosts Texas Tech on 
Wednesday.
Coach Fred Hoiberg, 
the leading scorer on the 
1994-95 ISU team that 
won 20 of 29 regular-
season games, is aware 
of the milestone, but he 
is telling his team to treat 
Wednesday’s matchup 
like it has in its previous 
27 games this season.
“Again, I’ll just keep 
going back to it, we’re go-
ing one at a time here,” 
Hoiberg said. “We got a 
great 19th win against 
Oklahoma and we’ll 
shoot for number 20 
against Tech.”
The Cyclones (19-8, 
9-5 Big 12) also will try to 
become only the fourth 
team in school history to 
win 10 conference games 
Wednesday when they 
host the Red Raiders 
(8-18, 1-13 Big 12).
For ISU senior guard 
Scott Christopherson, 
the 10 conference wins 
looms larger for Iowa 
State’s postseason chanc-
es than the 20 overall reg-
ular-season wins.
WINS.p7 >>
By Clint.Cole 
@iowastatedaily.com
Hockey
Penalties prove to be too much
The No. 8 ISU hockey team left 
Athens, Ohio, earlier than expected 
after a 5-1 loss to No. 11 Illinois 
in the first round of the Central 
States Collegiate Hockey League 
Tournament last Friday.
Illinois went on to lose to the 
eventual champions of the CSCHL, 
Lindenwood, by the same score, 
5-1. Lindenwood had three third-
period goals to propel it to a 6-4 vic-
tory over the runner-up, Ohio.
“Illinois outplayed us,” said 
Iowa State coach Al Murdoch. “I 
would say that they outplayed us in 
every aspect of the game.”
Prior to the start of the tourna-
ment Friday, the Cyclones were 3-1 
against the Illini this season includ-
ing a two-game-series sweep in 
Champaign, Ill., on Jan. 20 and 21.
“I thought, personally that we 
had a pretty good first period,” said 
Brandon Clark, a junior defense-
man and assistant captain. “In the 
second period, we got in a little bit 
of penalty trouble and the game 
started getting carried away.”
Illinois led by only one goal af-
ter the first period, but it was able 
to capitalize on three power-play 
goals in the game. One was in the 
first period and two were in the sec-
ond on the same power play.
The Cyclones were down 5-0 
in the second period before Jon 
Feavel scored the Cyclones’ only 
goal of the game. Feavel, sopho-
more forward, has played in all 40 
games this season for the Cyclones 
and is currently second on the 
team in points with 37, just three 
points behind the team leader J.P. 
Kascsak. He is tied for the team 
lead in assists with 19 and is third 
on the team in goals with 18. Only 
TOURNAMENT.p7 >>
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Guard Scott Christopherson drives the ball around 
Oklahoma’s Carl Blair Jr. on Saturday at Hilton 
Coliseum. Christopherson led the Cyclones with  
25 points as they try for their 20th win Wednesday.
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Forward Hallie Chistofferson reaches above Oklahoma defenders for a 
basket during the Cyclones’ matchup with the Sooners on Saturday. 
Iowa State faces Missouri at 7 p.m. Tuesday at Hilton Coliseum.
Fennelly
Motto motivates 
Cyclones in streak
Number often 
is precursor to 
NCAA berth
Living as an Ordinary 
Radical 
Shane Claiborne
Shane Claiborne is a founding partner of The Simple Way, a new monastic community 
in inner-city Philadelphia. He has become something of a revolutionary role model for 
those disillusioned with today’s materialistic, “pop Christianity.” He is the author of sev-
eral books, including The Irresistible Revolution, Jesus for President, and Becoming the 
Answer to Our Prayers. Claiborne graduated from Eastern University and did graduate 
work at Princeton Seminary. His varied ministry experience has included a ten-week stint 
working alongside Mother Teresa in Calcutta, a year spent serving a wealthy mega con-
gregation outside Chicago as well as three weeks in Baghdad with the Iraq Peace Team.
Tuesday, February 21, 2012- 8 pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Sponsored by: Msgr. James A. Supple Lecture Series, Catholic Student Community, St. Thomas Aquinas Church & 
Catholic Student Center, and Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
4723 W Lincoln Way • Ames IA • (515) 292-2276 ◆ www.jaxgoods.c
om
Next Generation Performance
Prostaff 10x42 Binocular
• Multicoated lenses 
 for bright image
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WE DON’T
JUDGE.
WE DON’T
PREACH.
WE JUST
HELP.
PREGNANT?
(515) 292-8414   |   1-800-550-4900
108 Hayward Ave.   |   www.birthright.org
ART CLASSES
27 – Linocut Printmaking
28 – Recycled Glass Necklace
29 – Wheel Pottery
29 – Bookshelves
515.294.0970
We accept CyCash!
February
Register Today!
1 – Black & White Photography
3 – Beyond Basics: Charcoal Drawing
5 – Silk Painting 
19 – Fiber Reactive Dyeing Techniques
19 – Stringing & Beginning Wire Work for Jewelry
March
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College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences
Jake Hinrichsen - Spencer, IA
Jenni Ihrig - Monmouth, IA
Taylor Jensen - Mankato, MN
Brandi Malchow - Altura, MN
College of Business
John Economos - Urbandale, IA
Erin Franklin - Eldon, IA
Alex Malliet - Fairview, TX
Hayley Welch - Spirit Lake, IA
College of Design
Jesse Benson - Des Moines, IA
Michael Buh - Marion, IA
Cori Rodriguez - Gurabo, PR
2012 Cyclone
Aide Advisors
Kelsey Upah - Clutier, IA
John Scallon - Iowa Falls, IA
Anthony Cox - Muscatine, IA
Megan Jensen - Crystal Lake, IL
Austin Ruff - Farmersburg, IA
College of Liberal Arts
& Sciences
Jackie Aden - Palmer, IA
Marcus Cottrell - Manly, IA
Shawn Gannon - Des Moines, IA
Kaitlin Heinen - Eldridge, IA
Spencer Hughes - Cedar Rapids, IA
Elisa McAfee - Des Moines, IA
Benjamin Peterson - Iowa City, IA
Sarah Roltgen - Cedar Rapids, IA
College of Human Sciences
Rachel Chapman - Urbandale, IA
Paul Edwards - West Des Moines, IA
Paige Jensen - Sioux City, IA
Mallorie King - Stewartville, MN
Rachel Kirkpatrick - Bettendorf, IA
Cliff Song - Ames, IA
College of Engineering
Cody Bell - Rockford, IL
April Blais - Rochester, MN
Amy Garvin - La Crosse, WI
Will Higgins - Cary, IL
Megan Klecker - Pecatonica, IL
Andrea Larsen - Highlands Ranch, CO
Justin Long - Johnston, IA
Miguel Rangel - Muscatine, IA
Mackenzie Sissel - Excelsior, MN
Congratulations!
The 2012
class of
Cyclone 
Aides!
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>>WINS.p6
“I think getting to double-
digit wins in the league ... I 
think that would be big for us,” 
Christopherson said. “If we 
can get this one on Wednesday 
and get to 10-5, I think that 
would be a great position to 
be in going into the last three 
games and then the confer-
ence tournament.”
Coming off what his 
coach described as his “most 
complete game” in the last 
two years Saturday against 
Oklahoma, Christopherson 
felt ball movement was more 
important to complete the sea-
son sweep of the Sooners than 
his season-high 25 points.
“I think more so than the 
scoring, I really felt like I was 
out there getting the ball mov-
ing from side to side — which 
for our team, when we play, of-
fensively the ball moves from 
side to side — and then when 
we get a little stagnant, some-
times it just stays in one spot a 
little too long,” Christopherson 
said.
Iowa State recorded assists 
on 20 of its 28 made field goals 
Saturday, upping its percent-
age of assists on made field 
goals to 67.7 percent in its last 
five games.
“We’re finding the extra 
man, we’ve been making good 
unselfish plays and we’re get-
ting great open looks because 
of that,” Hoiberg said. “If we 
continue to play that way the 
rest of the year, especially 
these remaining four regular-
season games, I think we’ll 
have a chance to win all of 
them.”
Forward Melvin Ejim, who 
separated a joint above his 
shoulder in the first half of the 
Cyclones’ 80-69 win against 
Oklahoma, dished out four as-
sists and was on the receiving 
end of three others as he logged 
his second double-double of 
the year with 10 points and 
14 rebounds. Despite the 
shoulder injury, Ejim expects 
to play Wednesday.
“We’re trying to make our 
case that we belong in the 
NCAA tournament and just 
as a team, one of our goals is to 
get these wins,” Ejim said. “So 
20 wins is going to be a good 
mark.”
The visiting Red Raiders 
find themselves at the bottom 
of the Big 12 standings and are 
coming off a 83-50 defeat at 
Kansas on Saturday.
“In this league, there are no 
gimme games,” Hoiberg said. 
“You’ve got to go out there and 
perform every single night, 
and our guys — I’ve been say-
ing this for quite a while now — 
that the focus that these guys 
have on a daily basis has been 
excellent.”
Wednesday night’s tip is 
scheduled for 8 p.m.
David Kurbatsky and Kascsak 
have scored more goals for the 
Cyclones this season.
The Cyclones have a two-
game set at home this Friday 
and Saturday against Waldorf 
College and then they move 
on to the American Collegiate 
Hockey Association National 
Tournament. The Cyclones 
will play No. 9 Oklahoma in the 
first round in Kent, Ohio. With 
this in mind, Murdoch said 
that it’s possible, but not likely, 
that they let their focus down 
while looking ahead too early.
“It’s a possibility,” Murdoch 
said. “That’s not typical of our 
team. Now, maybe it is this 
one, but it’s not typical of our 
team.”
The Cyclones have their 
home finale for the season this 
Friday and Saturday against 
Waldorf College. Friday is se-
nior night.
>>TOURNAMENT.p6
>>ASSISTS.p6
ence play, Tuesday at Hilton Coliseum.
Last time they faced off in Columbia, the Cyclones were 
able to win by double digits at 65-52. Mansfield led with 21 
points and eight rebounds, and Iowa State also outscored 
Missouri from the free-throw line 18-3.
Despite the Tigers being in the cellar of the Big 12, Fennelly 
said they are better than their record. Missouri lost to 
Oklahoma by four, Texas A&M by four and also beat a Kansas 
team that sits in the top half of the conference.
“You look at the way they’ve played, all year really besides 
a few exceptions, they’ve been in every game,” Fennelly said. 
“When we played them last time, they outscored us in the sec-
ond half, so they’ve been in the game.”
Tip off at Hilton Coliseum is set for 7 p.m.
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
Brandon Clark skates with the puck against Indiana on Nov. 12, 2010. Clark and the Cyclones 
were knocked out of the Central States Collegiate Hockey League Tournament on Friday.
HoibergEjim
If you are interested please contact Gayle Dar  
at gayledar@iastate.edu or 515.294.1839.
Looking For A Summer Job?
Look no further than the  
Iowa State Daily!
The Creative Team is looking to hire creative  
and clever minds for the summer & spring!  
Knowledge in InDesign, Illustrator  
& Photoshop is required.
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
Great Values in Apartment Living
Fall Options · Smoke Free Environment
•Cable Provided
•High Speed Internet
•Guaranteed Low Utilities
•Free Laundry
www.ppm-inc.com | Call 232.5718 201 | S. 5th St., Suite 202
Look for our 
booth at the 
Housing Expo 
on Feb. 14!
Where Good 
Neighbors Make
Great Friends
•Full time professional
 management staﬀ
•Free HEAT, TV &
 INTERNET SERVICE
•Free on-line payment service
•1,100+ Apartments
 Numerous Locations
 throughout Ames
•Most properties 
 “Owner” managed
515.233.4440 Hunziker.com
LEASING
NOW
For August
2012
321 S 5th St • Ames
www.rentshriver.com
• FREE Heat, Internet,        
   Cable & Water
• Covered Parking
• On CyRide
• On-Site Laundry
515.232.4765
Call Today!
Not just an apartment, It’s a HOME
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Available Aug. 1. 
3BR/2BA, 2 car garage, 
WD&DW. No pets.
$1200/mo
515-292-2766 or 515-290-9999
House for rent
2 BR $730-$810
•Walk to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Cats Welcome
515-268-5485
resgi.com
Campus 1BR $730
•Walk to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Garage Available
515-268-5485
resgi.com
All utilities paid
Adjacent to Campus
Floor Plans
Free Cable/Internet
Private Fitness
Free Parking 
Garages Available
Check us out at:
www.resgi.com
Email:  info@resgi.com
Real Estate Service Group
Campustown Living
268.5485  or  290.8462
Stop in to find out about our 
new properties
Free Cable/Internet
Free Ames Racq. & Fitness Membership
Awesome 2, 3 & 4 BR, 2 BA Layouts
Great Central Ames Location
The Oaks
1 + 2 Bedroom
Going Fast
J & L 
SORENSON
www.jlsorenson.com
 2 Bedroom 
APARTMENTS
Available May/August
$595-$695
[Pets Welcome]
• Free Cable/Internet
• Low Utilities
• DW/Microwave
• Patio/Deck
• Near Cy-Ride
• Walk-in Closets
• July 31st Move Ins
515.292.6642
W
E
L
C
O
M
E
Spacious 2 BR apt.
Newly remodeled. Includes 
high-speed internet, water, 
sewer, garbage & off-street 
parking. $550/mo. + utilities. 
Located on West St. close to 
campus. 515-291-8396
STUDENTS WELCOME!
University Towers
A Step Above the Rest!
515-292-2236
rent@universitytowersames.com
www.mdiproperties.com
BEST v
iew
in tow
n
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
!Bartending! $250/day poten-
tial. No experience necessary. 
Training available. 18+ ok. 
1-800-965-6520 ext 161
HP Student Sales Assoc. 
position at the Iowa State 
Bookstore. 8-10 hrs/wk. Interest 
in Computers, Technology & 
Sales, Engineering/Business. 
Resumes:mmuntz@cmai.com
Earn $1000-$3200 a month to 
drive brand new cars with ads. 
www.AdCarPay.com
A Great Value! May & August 
LARGE 2BR APTS. Convenient 
Locations. Free Cable/Internet. 
Decks/Patios. Walk-in closets. 
DW, Microwave, Extra Storage. 
On Cy-Ride. Pets Accepted. July 
31st move-ins! $595-$695. 
515.292.6642 www.jlsorenson.
com
2BR, 1.5BA Summer Housing 
Special-Walking distance to 
campus.  Spacious living room 
with large bedrooms & kitchen.  
Assigned parking.  Offering flex-
ible leasing terms and will rent 
by the room.  Call 515-292-5020 
for special.
Business Directory
Available Aug 1. 5BR house. 
3218 Lincoln Way, Ames. $1300/
mo. +deposit +utilities. Call Kurt 
515-298-2621
NEED
SOME
CHANGE?
DON’T
STRESS.
If you’re looking
for a new roommate,
a new apartment,
a sublease or moving
out of the dorms,
the Daily can help 
you find the new
living situation you’ve
been looking for.
www.iowastatedaily.com
$
pending!$
have a 
combined 
disposable 
income 
totaling 
over
students, 
faculty 
and staff 
ISU 
$431
million.
The Iowa State Daily
distributes 13,500 
copies of  the 
newspaper M-F 
during the 
academic 
year.
FAST
FACT
Need Some Change? 
Don’t stress.
If you’re look for a new 
roommate, apartment, 
sublease, or moving 
out of the dorms, the 
Daily can help you 
find that new living 
situation you’ve been 
looking for.
Call 294-4123 Today!
or iowastatedaily.com
Put an ad in our
Classifieds & GET RESULTS!
NEED TO 
SUBLEASE 
YOUR PLACE?
8  |  CLASSIFIEDS  |  Iowa State Daily  |  Tuesday, February 21, 2012	
UNLOCK THE POSSIBILITIES!
The Iowa State Daily is now taking applications in its sales department. Learn sales techniques, 
improve your communication skills and build your resume while earning top dollar!
Apply today!
Iowa State Daily 108 Hamiliton Hall
•Full time professional
 management staﬀ
•Free HEAT, TV &
 INTERNET SERVICE
•Free on-line payment service
•1,100+ Apartments
 Numerous Locations
 throughout Ames
•Most properties 
 “Owner” managed
515.233.4440 Hunziker.com
Where Good Neighbors Make Great Friends
Live at
4912 Mortensen Rd.
888.819.9392
Apply Online at UniversityPlains.com
P l a c e s .  P e o p l e .  L o v e .
Aries: Review priorities. 
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday (02/21/12). 
Your words inspire romance with 
charismatic charm. Someone 
gets drawn into your moonlight. 
Express creativity. Relax into 
your faith, self-understanding 
and will power this year. Avoid 
con artists. Step into leadership.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Draw upon 
hidden resources. Provide 
excellent service. Accept a 
generous offer. You’re gaining 
authority. Review priorities and 
contemplate your next move.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
-- Today is an 8 -- A spiritual 
advisor keeps you on the right 
path. Share your experience 
with somebody to whom it 
would make a difference. Your 
friends are really there for you.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Consider 
new opportunities in your 
career, perhaps by completely 
reinventing your goals. Make 
time to help others. What 
goes around comes around.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
-- Today is a 6 -- Travel and 
romance both look good for 
the next two days. Expand 
your options. There’s no 
shortage of information. Learn 
quickly from a loved one.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
-- Today is a 7 -- There’s 
action and change going on 
at work. List options, review 
considerations and choose. 
Use top quality materials. Have 
someone else write your bio.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Brainstorm 
brilliant ideas with your team 
of hotshot experts. Unleash 
imagination. Write a love 
letter to your future self. 
Let friends teach you.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Add some 
passion and spice to your 
workplace. The place is bustling 
with busy innovation. The 
impossible looks easy. Explore 
streets you seldom visit.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Make 
something beautiful with 
plenty of love. Your intuition 
is getting recognized. Love 
is a growing possibility over 
the next couple of days.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Getting in touch 
with your spiritual side clears your 
mind. It’s easier to clear up family 
issues. Play with long-range 
plans. Maintain optimism.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Fun is in the 
air. Now’s a great time to let go 
of old upsets and create new 
possibilities with loved ones. They 
help you achieve the next level.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
-- Today is an 8 -- A to-do 
list helps with tasks. Start by 
checking off projects closest 
to your heart. At the end of the 
day, delegate or erase those 
you’re never going to do.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-- Today is a 7 -- You’re in a time 
crunch, as you race around getting 
things done. Luckily, you’re 
good at this. It gets easier as the 
day goes by. Have fun with it.
Word of the Day:
winsome \WIN-suhm\ , adjective:;
1. Cheerful; merry; gay; light-hearted.
2. Causing joy or pleasure; agreeable; pleasant.
Example:
The first time I met Diana, she was a winsome 
little girl full of energy and mischief.
Rain Boots the Ugg boots of precipitation
•••
I hate it when I dress in monochrome
•••
The rolling backpack thing has gone too far I just saw 
some one using a cooler that rolls for her books
•••
My boyfriend pauses his game to text me 
back I think I have found a Keeper
•••
Just had a staring contest with a squintey.  They are fearless
•••
If the stairwell that you are climbing is only wide for two 
people and you are walking next to your friend yacking about 
last night’s events don’t be surprised if I push you down the 
stairs to get you out of the way and stop holding up traffic.
•••
It is a proven fact that it is impossible to look cool 
running with a back pack on your back
•••
I think guys who listen to Whitney Huston are sexy
•••
I just saw a squintey inside the building… 
they have started the invasion
•••
To see your just sayin’ here, 
submit it to 
www.iowastatedaily.com/games/justsayin
Trivia
Though the Ford Mustang uses a mustang pony 
as an image the car was actually named after 
the P-51 Mustang, a fighter plane from WWII
Roy Roger’s “Trigger” was Maid Marion’s horse 
in the Errol Flynn version of “Robin Hood”.
While some think Hydrox cookies were 
an Oreo knock-off, Hydrox actually came 
first—in 1908, four years before the Oreo.
If you’ve been searching for another name 
for the nape of your neck, try “niddick.”
Cheesecake was invented in Ancient Greece and 
served to athletes at the very first Olympic Games.
Random Facts:
1. What was the name of the American 
athlete who fell over during the final of 
the 3,000 meters at the LA Olympics?
2.What was the name of Sherlock 
Holmes’ assistant?
3. In what field is Giorgio Armani famous?
4. What was the name of the tennis 
player who famously yelled at an 
umpire “You cannot be serious!”?
5. Mark Spitz won his seven 
gold medals where?
ANSWER: Mary Decker.
Crossword
Yesterdays	Solution
ANSWER: Dr. Watson.
Across
1 Baseball’s 
Hammerin’ Hank
6 Bad color for ink?
9 Sunlight unit
13 Vegetation
14 Ward of “Sisters”
15 Notion
16 Airport security 
canine
19 React to a whack
20 “You’re not 
the only one!”
21 Ending for 
mass or pass
22 Talking bird
23 Thanksgiving serving
31 Agenda details
32 Cool-cucumber link
33 Lake Mich. city
34 Semana septet
35 “Divine 
Comedy” poet
37 Phlebotomist’s target
38 With 48-Across, 
shout at the station
39 Byrnes of “Grease”
40 Quake site
41 Frothy citrus dessert
46 Pothole’s place
47 Jimmy’s successor
48 See 38-Across
51 Type of brandy 
whose name means 
“water of life”
56 Women’s swimsuit 
size factor
58 Capri, for one
59 Puppy bites
60 Mascara problem
61 Ring decisions, briefly
62 Sample
63 Sample
DownDown
1 Langley and 
Travis: Abbr.
2 Botanical skin 
treatment ingredient
3 “Julius Caesar” setting
4 Globes
5 Bad guys
6 Flag throwers
7 Many a “Lord of the 
Rings” character
8 Dogpatch gal
9 Lion, for one
10 Icelandic poetic work
11 Really long time
12 Star followers
14 Begat
17 It’s darker than 
royal blue
18 Dijon denials
22 Is compelled to
23 __ wave
24 Of practical value
25 Domain
26 Canadian rd. 
distances
27 “Amazing” 
paranormal debunker
28 Freeze over
29 Spicy bean dish
30 Kunta __: Burton’s 
“Roots” role
35 Morally degenerate
36 Condition treated 
with Ritalin, briefly
37 Car for a large family
40 Most doting
42 Takes the podium
43 Standard
44 Munich matrons
45 Typical barbershop 
complement
48 Slightly
49 Perform on 
sidewalks, in London
50 Scandinavian capital
51 Glimpse
52 Austen heroine
53 Victory signs
54 __ the finish
55 To be, in Brittany
57 Balloon contents
ANSWER:  Fashion design.
ANSWER: John McEnroe.
ANSWER:Munich.
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
MONDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
© 2012 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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Didn’t get a chance to follow New 
York’s Fashion Week? No problem, 
we’ve got it covered with a look into 
five fabulous trends to incorporate 
in your wardrobe.
One trend that swept the 
runways this year is the use of 
color-blocking. 
Gone are the days when mixing 
bold colors was considered a fashion 
faux pas. 
BCBGMAXAZARIA’s fall line 
caused quite the buzz with its col-
or-blocked looks. General Idea and 
Rebecca Minkoff also featured this 
trend in their designs.
To best incorporate color-block-
ing, Marina Lange, fashion assistant 
at Glamour magazine, suggested, 
“Stick to solid colors, and use some 
that are in the same color family,” 
she said. “I think the trick to suc-
cessful color-blocking is also to keep 
makeup minimal. Keep the focus on 
the clothing and maybe use one or 
two nice jewelry pieces as accents.”
Fur is a style that comes in and 
out of fashion, and this fall, it will be 
better than ever. Anna Mackin, fash-
ion director at Trend magazine, had 
tips for great staple items.
“Fur vests are great pieces, main-
ly because it’s not too much, but it’s 
still a statement,” she said.
Although it has been used in pre-
vious seasons, designers have found 
new ways to keep fur looking fresh.
“I think fur is here to stay,” Lange 
said. “It seemed like many designers 
positioned fur as more of the ‘main 
event’ in an outfit, rather than just 
the accent.”
Designers Brandon Sun and Rag 
& Bone chose fur to take the center 
stage of their shows.
Fringe is making a comeback 
this season, seen in accents and ac-
cessories by designers of the likes 
of Nicholas K, Nicole Miller and 
Michael Kors.
“If you are brave, you can try a 
fringed jacket or skirt,” Lange sug-
gested. “Just remember to keep the 
rest of your outfit simple to balance 
out the effect.”
Geometric patterns reminiscent 
of the ‘60s are breaking through 
fashion barriers. 
“It gives a lot of options, so you 
can play around with your ward-
robe,” Mackin said. “Mix pattern; 
there’s really no rule to it. You can ba-
sically grab anything in your ward-
robe and mix it, and it will work.”
Rebecca Taylor, Kaelen and 
Honor have all embraced the use of 
repeated geometric patterns for this 
upcoming season.
One fall trend that never goes out 
of style is the use of dark colors, but 
what has changed is the way they are 
used. Herve Leger, Richard Chai and 
Norisol Ferrari have all brightened 
up dark lines with cutouts, metallic 
accents and pops of color.
“I think a lot of designers updated 
darker colors by using interesting 
textures and shapes in their looks,” 
Lange said. 
“The final look at Derek Lam was 
monochromatic black, but the pair-
ing of a cable-knit sweater with a 
flowy skirt seemed fresh.”
With these tips, heads will turn 
this fall.
Although the annual ISU 
Fashion Show isn’t until April 
14, models began practicing 
long before the date. Preparing 
to walk in a sea of thousands 
takes more practice than one 
may think.
Selecting and searching for 
models begins in November, 
five months prior to the show. 
Tryouts are open to any ISU 
student. 
This year, more than 200 
men and women auditioned. A 
panel of six judged the models 
based on their walk.
If models made the cut, 
they were called back for a 
second audition in which they 
were measured, photographed 
and judged on their walk. 
Each tryout lasted approxi-
mately five minutes. Those 
who were selected received an 
email confirming they would 
be in the show and when prac-
tices would be held.
Once selected, the process 
of perfection begins. Practices 
began in January. Leading up 
to the show, models gather in 
Forker Hall or LeBaron Hall 
for two hours every other 
week. 
In fact, because of the time 
commitment, the practices 
warrant each model one credit 
hour. Once practices begin, the 
models start getting down to 
business.
“It’s not as easy as I thought 
and more practicing than I ex-
pected,” said Erica Lansman, 
junior in journalism and mass 
communication and a model 
for this year’s show.
Although important, being 
able to work the runway is not 
solely about the walk. During 
the first practice, models 
learned “the basics,” which in-
cluded model stances, walking 
and simple poses.
“We did a ton of walking 
and learning different turns,” 
Lansman said.
During the second prac-
tice, models learned how to 
apply light makeup when go-
ing to events such as a “go-
see.” During practices, models 
also learn about the industry. 
During the show, models will 
wear clothing from guest de-
signers and students; it’s im-
portant they know the impor-
tance of what they’re wearing.
“Practices are more like 
Modeling 101,” Lansman said.
Along with practices, there 
will also be dress rehearsals, 
fittings, judging and the actual 
show, which all models need to 
be present for. 
For most, the time commit-
ment is not too much and helps 
ease stress prior to the day of 
the show.
However, despite the em-
phasis on the clothing during 
the show, the 2012 models will 
be ready to rock the runway 
thanks to their preparation.
Many fashionistas believe acces-
sories can make or break an outfit. 
This is especially true with state-
ment pieces. These are the 
bold, vibrant accessories that 
get everyone’s attention.
Statement pieces also 
can be an inexpensive 
way to make your look 
complete. Ayden Lee 
has a few favorite 
statement pieces 
for this spring.
Lee said her fa-
vorite piece right now 
is a hair pin. “It’s a hot 
pink bow, but instead of wearing it in my hair [like 
I will in the summer], I put it on my infinity scarf 
to add a little pop or color and fun.”
Lee also has an obsession with big, bold rings 
and claims, “I wear one every day.”
There are some great statement pieces for ev-
ery wardrobe and every taste. Infinity scarves are 
not only great for winter, but they are versatile and 
add texture and color to any outfit. This is not the 
only way to make a statement. Bold jewelry, jack-
ets, blazers and — of course — shoes are sure to 
make heads turn as well.
One thing to keep in mind: Don’t mix 
bold pieces. More often than not, when 
w e a r - ing a bold piece, one vibrant ac-
cessory is all you need.
Endless, boundless and continuous are 
just a few words to describe the infinity 
scarf trend.
One way to dress up a simple outfit 
and keep warm at the same time is a 
fashionable infinity scarf. What’s so 
special about this simple circle?
These scarves add a hint of color, pattern 
and style to the most simple winter outfit. 
There are thousands of different infinity 
scarves sold that have a variety of 
patterns and texture that can add style to 
just about any outfit.
Kaleigh Kramer, open-option freshman, 
loves this new winter trend. “I love these 
scarves because they’re so easy to work 
with, and they come in a lot of different 
colors and patterns,” she said. “Anyone 
can wear them.”
Try adding this scarf to a simple cardigan 
with skinny jeans and see how you feel. 
It won’t be hard to find one you like, and 
it will improve the plain winter attire. A 
new infinity scarf can go a long way. 
Remember, staying warm and having 
style is possible and can be achieved 
with a simple scarf.
This piece also can work well for a 
winter-to-spring transitional piece. A 
cotton infinity scarf is the perfect way to 
dress up a basic T-shirt and add just the 
right amount of warmth. Find affordable 
scarves at Target, Ayden Lee and Miss 
Meyer’s in Ames.
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The new line for designer Whitney Port 
was a hit at New York Fashion Week 
2012. Her collection, Whitney Eve, 
was inspired by a kaleidoscope Port 
found in her grandmother’s home and 
all of its colors and patterns.
Port, a reality star who appeared on 
“The Hills” and then two years later 
on her own show based in New York, 
“The City,” had a lot to prove to the 
fashion world. Going from a reality 
start to a fashion designer, Port is trying 
to be seen as a serious designer.
Her fall 2012 line stood out with 
many different bold patterns. Her line 
featured many textures and layering, 
and it mainly showed neutral colors. 
Some pieces were plain and simple, 
such as a dress with patterned tights, 
while others had more patterns and 
colors to them, such as a floral top or 
shorts with bright polka dots.
Many of her designs, such as blazers 
and high-rise pants, looked like work 
apparel.
There also were pieces perfect for a 
fun night out, like her brown glimmery 
dress paired with brown tights and 
a high-rise silver skirt design with a 
flowy blue top. Her collection was very 
playful and also showed her talent of 
making the perfect patterned outfit.
Port is hoping this line will help her be 
seen as a more serious designer in the 
fashion world.
FASHION
New York
By Dallas Daws
ISD Style Writer
Fashion Week recap
You can basically 
grab anything in 
your wardrobe 
and mix it, and it 
will work.”
 Marina Lange
FORMER ‘HILLS’ 
STAR MAKES 
FASHION WEEK 
DEBUT
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tip of the week
Mix raw honey and cinnamon together 
to produce a natural lightening 
peroxide agent, and mix in your 
favorite deep conditioner for a quick 
easy way to lighten your hair a few 
shades. 
ACCESSORIESISU FASHION SHOW
Students practice 
model behavior
Make your 
statement
By Kayla Kienzle
ISD Style Writer
By Michelle Boettcher
ISD Style Writer
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BCBGMAXAZRIA used color-blocking in similar 
tones throughout the new collection. 
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Nicholas K was just one of many designers this 
Fashion Week to use fringe. 
Photo courtesy of Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week
Betsey Johnson showed a twist on the fur 
trend, incorporating colored fur. 
Color-blocking
Fur
Fringe
Geometric patterns
Dark colors with accents
5 Fashion Week 
lessons
1
2
3
4
5
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Student models practice for the ISU Fashion Show. Models 
gather in LeBaron Hall or Forker Hall every other Sunday night 
for two hours. Practices started in January.
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